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 Dear Prospective Sponsor,

Over the past 45 years, the Queen's University Baja SAE team has evolved into a high-caliber extra-
curricular activity for engineering students passionate about design, innovation, and hands-on learning.
The team is comprised of approximately 40 members who complete a full engineering design cycle of a
mini Baja off-road racing vehicle every year. Thanks to a strong knowledge base and the support of our
sponsors, we've ranked within the top 10 of over 100 teams multiple times within the past decade
including in the 2020 season. We offer students a truly unique and challenging platform to integrate
knowledge from their academic courses with real mechanical and electrical systems. Team members
gain valuable insight into manufacturing methodology and processes as well as a variety of software
tools used in industry.

The team is managed entirely by undergraduate students and relies solely on private sponsorship and
donations for funding. We're dedicated to providing an unparalleled experience for our sponsors by
sustaining year-round exposure to alumni, industry experts, and seasoned executives at many events
in association with Queen's University and at three North American competitions hosted by the Society
of Automotive Engineers (SAE). 

We are very excited for the 2021-2022 season and hope that you'll take this exhilarating opportunity to
support a group of dedicated young engineers. We encourage you to call or email us with questions
about the team or the sponsorship process as we love to build personal connections with our sponsors.

Looking forward to hearing from you soon!

Cameron Gowthorpe and Jack Rossi
2021-2022 Season Co-captains
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Message from the Leadership



Queen’s Baja always strives to perform well at competition, as 
shown by our history of Top 10 finishes in the past decade. 
However, our primary goal is to help develop inquisitive, hard- 
working, and creative engineers. In order to achieve our 
mission, we embrace the philosophy of constant improvement. 
We are always seeking ways to improve our car’s design from 
the previous year and to provide a truly enriching experience 
for our team members.  

O U R  M I S S I O N
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The Queen's Baja Team at Épreuve du Nord in February 2020.

ABOUT THE TEAM



Every student on the Queen’s Baja team has the opportunity to undergo 
a full engineering design cycle: from initial idea conception to final design 
validation. Upon completing this process, students are proficient in 
Computer-Aided Design (CAD), Finite Element Analysis (FEA), and even 
topology optimization software for some projects. Important theories 
and equations covered in the classroom are given new meaning when 
interpreted through a physical system thereby deepening their 
understanding of mathematical and physical laws.  

T H E
D E S I G N
P R O C E S S
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Design Work

Manufacturing
Once all the design work is complete, all that’s left to do is build the car.
Fortunately, the Queen’s Baja team has access to the McLaughlin Hall Machine
Shop located on the Queen’s University campus. The shop is complete with
metal working tools such as mills, lathes, grinders, and a waterjet. Students are
encouraged to become acquainted with all of these tools and learn correct
manufacturing practices. Once the Baja is assembled, it undergoes a rigorous
testing process to validate the design before competition.

Queen's Baja members working on the lathes in the McLaughlin Hall Machine Shop.



In upper years, experienced team members are presented with the 
opportunity to become a subsystem head, team captain, or finance and 
administrative lead. This challenges young engineers to think about 
project management and deadlines, horizontal and vertical 
communication, and budgeting. The incomparable experience gained 
through these positions provides graduates with knowledge and insight 
that very few of their classmates can match. 
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Management



COMPETITION

Every spring, students gather from across Europe, Asia, South America,
and North America to compete in three competitions hosted by the Society
of Automotive Engineers (SAE). These student teams work tirelessly all year
to turn their optimized design into a reality with the hopes of ranking
among the best teams in the world. Each team is presented with the same
set of constraints: a Briggs & Stratton 10 HP engine and a technical
rulebook. 

Students are then faced with an array of technically complex problems
with infinitely many creative solutions. In addition to gaining experience in
engineering design, teams are provided with a glimpse into the realms of
project management, documentation, budgeting, and raising funds; all
essential to the making of a great engineer.
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The 2019 Queen's Baja in the midst of the 2019 Baja SAE California Endurance race.



Students are challenged to deliver a 
convincing sales pitch to a panel of 
judges from the industry. Teams are 
evaluated on their financial and 
market analysis, communication 
skills, and creativity. 

C O M P E T I T I O N  B R E A K D O W N
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Day 1: Business Event Day 2: Static Events
During the Technical Inspection 
Event, inspectors examine every 
vehicle to ensure they comply with all 
the guidelines outlined in the rule 
book. Teams are also given the 
opportunity to present their 
innovative design choices during the 
Design Presentation Event in front of 
a panel of judges from the 
automotive industry. 

2019 Queen's Baja competing for a top spot in the Maneuverability event.

The racing can finally begin with
the Acceleration, Hill Climb, 
Maneuverability, and Suspension 
and Traction Events. Each event 
tests a different aspect of the 
vehicle: the finest vehicles must 
excel in all areas.  

Day 3: Dynamic Events

The 

2019 Queen's 

Baja battling 

through 

muddy terrain 

in California.



DAY 4: 
ENDURANCE RACE

The most exciting and challenging event of the competition is comprised 
of a four-hour long race. While maneuvering a variety of obstacles 
dispersed over the mile-long course, drivers must be able to avoid 
collisions with the other 100 vehicles on the same track simultaneously. 
Only the very best vehicles last the entire race however an efficient pit 
crew is essential to banking the most laps. 
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Anxiously awaiting the horn to sound marking the beginning of an endurance race.



As with all design teams here at Queen's, we are all taking significant
action during this difficult time to prevent the spread of COVID-19. The
team has opted to perform all design work remotely to limit time spent in
a small space with others.  The school has allowed for design teams to
access their respective assembly spaces at limited capacity, which means
the Baja team will soon finish the assembly of the 2021 vehicle. If testing
off campus is deemed safe by school and government restrictions, the
team will asses the performance of the 2021 vehicle which will help to
drive design changes this season. 

With virtual competition last year, the team was able to achieve 22nd out
of approximately 150 teams.  This was attributed to a very strong design
presentation which showcased an innovative front differential design.
Queen's Baja has hopes of returning to in person competition this season,
provided that it is deemed safe to do so.  Whether in person or virtual
competition, the team will continue to develop creative and innovative
designs.

In this crucial time in the team's history, we would like to once again thank
our sponsors for their generous support in these challenging times.

COVID-19 CONTINGENCY
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for education, student 
development, and 

community outreach. 

T H E
S P O N S O R S H I P

E X P E R I E N C E
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SHOW YOUR 
SUPPORT PROMOTE

your products, 
services and solutions 

to an audience of 
major industry 

partners.

Queen's Baja members displaying the raw materials donated by one of our long time sponsors.

BE RECOGNIZED

as a valued partner 
dedicated to quality 

service and innovative 
technology. 

R E A C H  A N D  E X P O S U R E
Our team has access to two major consumer markets. The first stems from our extensive
involvement in the Queen’s University community. We are a key attraction at a variety of
recruiting events on the high school and collegiate level talking directly to students, educators,
and parents. Through our partnerships with the Engineering Society and the Faculty of Applied
Science and Engineering, the team displays our many achievements to alumni, industry partners
of the university, and distinguished professors. 

The second target market is comprised of the industry specialists and consumers who travel from
all over North America to attend the Baja SAE competitions. Throughout the competition season,
the team reaches out to engineers and executives in the automotive, mining, and oil industry.

In addition, the Queen’s Baja team maintains a very active social media presence with a website,
Facebook page, and Instagram page. We are always glad to provide a dedicated post for our
sponsors outlining their impactful contributions to the team. 



SPONSORSHIP 
OPPORTUNITIES

As a non-profit, student-run organization, we rely almost entirely on
industry sponsors. Our incredible sponsors not only contribute through
generous donations, we’ve been supplied with discounted products and
services, donations of parts, and valuable raw materials. We strive to
create personal and enduring relationships with our sponsors, with many
lasting for over five years. With trying to run the team to the high standard
we have set for ourselves during the COVID-19 pandemic, your support as
sponsors is more important than ever. 

Without the support of our sponsors and the Queen’s community, we
would not be where we are today.
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P A C K A G E S
We offer five sponsorship packages: Diamond, Platinum, Gold, Silver, and
Bronze. Each tier is associated with a monetary investment range.
Donations of parts and raw materials will be awarded based on their value.
As a team, we are looking to give back to our sponsors in every possible
way. If you have any questions about sponsorship or would like to discuss
alternate possibilities, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
 



Team visit and vehicle display at a corporate event of your choice.

Four social media posts including two videos and two photos.

Extra-large logo placed on car, apparel and banner with primary placement.

Logo featured on website front page and sponsors page.

Signed Sponsorship plaque.
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DIAMOND $10,000+

PLATINUM $4,000 - $9,999
Three social media posts including one video and two photos.

Extra-large logo placed on car, apparel and banner with secondary placement.

Logo featured on website front page and sponsors page.

Sponsorship plaque.

GOLD $1,500 - $3,999
Two social media posts with photos.

Large logo placed on car, apparel and banner.

Logo featured on website sponsors page.

Sponsorship plaque.

SILVER $500 - $1,400
One social media post with a photo.

Medium logo placed on car, apparel and banner.

Logo featured on website sponsors page.

Sponsorship plaque.

BRONZE $10 - $499
One social media post with a photo.

Small logo placed on car, apparel and banner.

Logo featured on website sponsors page.



A big thank you to our 2020-
2021 season sponsors:



Donation Form 


